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Attack on Titan
A boy swears vengeance on 
human-eating giant monsters.

Black Bolt Vol. 1 Hard Time and 
Vol. 2 Home Free 
The Silent King of the Inhumans 
must solve the mystery of his 
imprisonment, with unlikely allies 
and the courage to repair what is 
broken.

Boys Run the Riot
A transgender boy and a delinquent 
form an alternative-fashion brand.

A Bride’s Story 
Young women in 19th-century 
central Asia find romance and 
friendship.

Death Note 
A teen finds a secret way to kill 
criminals—he’s the good guy, right?

Everything Is Teeth
Young Evie’s obsession with 
sharks and shark attacks 
gradually illuminates in later life 
the underlying, rational, and 
unstoppable threat of a loved 
one’s mortality.

Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation 
Demon-fighting magical warrior 
Wei Wuxian dies seemingly a 
villain, is secretly resurrected, and 
rejoins frenemy-or-true-love Lan 
Wangji, war again on the horizon.

I’m a Wild Seed 
Sharon Lee De La Cruz reflects 
on how a patriarchal, colonial 
society caused her late bloom into 
queerness, who and what shaped 
her LGBTQ identity, and her place in 
queer, racial history.

Kaiju No. 8
The clean-up guy starts battling 
giant monsters after becoming a 
monster himself. 

LaGuardia 
A pregnant doctor flies from 
Nigeria to New York City to have 
her baby and protect an alien with 
help from her grandmother and 
like-minded neighbors.

The Life-Changing Manga of 
Tidying Up
Friendly Mari Kondo teaches about 
home organization.

Lore Olympus
Amidst wild parties and attending 
college, Persephone develops an 
interest in Hades, the god of the 
underworld, in this very 21st-
century retelling of classical myth.

Nubia: Real One
When Nubia uses her Wonder 
Woman-like abilities, people see 
her as a threat—but she must risk it 
all for truth, love, and justice when 
her friend is targeted by a boy from 
a powerful family.

Queer As All Get Out: 10 People 
Who’ve Inspired Me
Shelby Criswell shares their life 
as a genderqueer person in the 
American South, inspired to live 
their truth by historical LGBTQIA+ 
people, ten of whose extraordinary 
lives they cover in this book.

Suggested Graphic Novels and Nonfiction for

Adults

MoComCon is an all day, all ages event celebrating all 
things comics, graphic novels, and fandoms!
Saturday, January 14, 2023 
10:30 am–4:00 pm
Germantown Library 
19840 Century Boulevard, 
Germantown, MD 20874 
240-777-0110
For more information, visit www.mcpl.link/MoComCon
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A Quick & Easy Guide to They/
Them Pronouns 
Best friends Archie, a nonbinary 
artist, and Tristan, a cisgender 
man, talk pronouns, supporting 
nonbinary folks, and navigating life 
for nonbinary people.

Shadow Life
Kumiko’s daughters found her a 
nice nursing home, but Kumiko 
leaves it for an apartment, 
independence, friends—and a 
shadowy being stalking her.

Solo Leveling
He’s the lowest-ranked fighter... then 
a disaster gives him amazing power.

Spy X Family
A renowned spy needs a family for 
a special assignment—and fast!

Super Late Bloomer and My Life 
in Transition
Julia Kaye uses her webcomic to 
process the everyday and profound 
in her early months of transitioning, 
then to share six months of her life, 
out and trans.

The Times I Knew I Was Gay
Between awkward, difficult, 
or funny moments, Ellie learns 
coming out is something that keeps 
happening when you take the time 
to find out who you really are.

Wake: The Hidden History of 
Women-Led Slave Revolts
Rebecca Hall uncovers and 
reconstructs records of women-
led revolts in New York City and 
uprisings during the transatlantic 
slave trade.

Wash Day Diaries
The stories of four best friends 
through deeply personal portraits 
of Black hair care.

The Way of the Househusband
A former gang leader marries a 
businesswoman and becomes a 
highly driven househusband.

Wotakoi: Life is Hard for Otaku
Two nerds at work develop a 
friendship.

Author/Artist: Junji Ito
Intense horror stories with intricate 
and powerful art.

Author/Artist: Kabi Nagata
Intimate memoirs about being a 
lesbian with mental illnesses.

Suggested Graphic Novels and Nonfiction for

Adults


